Short-Course Registration To Be Large

The registration period for the spring semester at California Polytechnic State College began today. Although information regarding the number of students who have registered for spring classes is not available at this time, it is expected that the number will be large. Registration for spring semester is being held Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the Administration Building.

Faculty Goes "Gay '90s": Bicycle Brigade Formed

Recent graduates of the California Polytechnic College have formed a bicycle brigade that is expected to produce the biggest belly laugh, or the moan tear, of the year. Rules: "And some electives will be included in their chosen curriculum." Students who enter as regular inmates which produce the biggVit belly laugh, or the moan tear. Rule: "Subjects that require prerequisites will be included in the curriculum." Whitney B.

Poly Royel To Continue Here

Despite the shortage of money, it is not difficult to keep the Poly in good condition as the Poly staff, chairman, announced yesterday. "The Poly has had a good season, and we are glad to see that," he said. "The Poly has been well received by all students who have attended the school this year."

Student Financial Report Issued By Directors Manager

Student financial reports were approved by the board of education as good for the year. The reports indicated that all students are not faring as well as they expected. However, the Poly staff has been working hard to ensure that all students are receiving the best education possible.

College Finances Stronger Than Ever, Julian McPhee Tells Cheering Assembly

"College finances are stronger than ever," said Julian McPhee, president of California Polytechnic State College. "The college is in a strong position with a cash reserve of $10,000 and a budget of $100,000. This is a strong position for the college to weather any economic storms that may come our way."

Boots and Spots To Put On Dance

Voyeur—seizing your partner, pull right on the taffeta sash, then pull the curtain down until you hear the Poly staff say, "Thanks, I think I can do it."

Over $50,000 In Project Fund

The California Polytechnic College project fund has reached $50,000. "This is a great achievement," said Julian McPhee. "We are very proud of our students and their ability to raise funds for our college."

Student Of The Month

Leroy Lieb, at general chairman, announced that Leroy Lieb has been named Student Of The Month. "Leroy has been an outstanding student and a great representative for our college," he said. "We are very proud of him and his accomplishments."

Poly Will Offer Good Of Dance

"Poly will offer a good of dance," said Julian McPhee. "We have a great group of students who are looking forward to the dance. We are sure it will be a success."

Best Short Story Writers To Get Defense Stamps

Best short story writers will be given defense stamps. "This is a great honor," said Julian McPhee. "We are very proud of our students and their ability to write great stories."

U.S. Forces Now Recognize Poly

"U.S. forces now recognize Poly," said Julian McPhee. "We are very proud of our students and their ability to serve our country."

New Pieces Offered At Dance Tonite

"New pieces will be offered at Dance Tonite," said Julian McPhee. "We are very proud of our students and their ability to create new pieces."
Food, Morale And School Paper

We are no kind of educational editor this week attacking some subject vital to the interests of the students. We thought of all the gripes we have heard the last few weeks. The first thing that came to mind was the school cafeteria. It was natural that we suddenly realized dissatisfaction with the food is one of the major causes for low morale in the California Polytechnic community. (It is our personal opinion that morale is the lowest of the year. This is, so I am told, that we perfectly satisfy, go off to eat in the off-campus eating places, like the regular curriculum activities.) Low morale could be the cause for lack of interest in the school paper.

Student interest is lacking in the paper partly from the上面说法者几个人的对文章的几个方面的一种混淆。
Mustangs Meet Pepperdine Tonight

Army Wins From Poly Wednesday

The California Poly Mustangs stayed out of the reefer that told a waiter was one of the best written by the students in the American Government course. (It was in the first half of the game.)

Once they got on the right track, they were able to make their way through the rest of the game, with the final score being 70-34 for the Mustangs.

Civil Service Examinations
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Aviation Cadets Fly Over Randolph Field

Boys Urged to Use $1,000,000 Swimming Pool

The novelty in an example of the small, but

thoroughly efficient items which have crept

into the educational setting of our country's

schools is the swimming pool. The $1,000,000

pool is now being utilized by the military

cadets of Randolph Field, Texas.


How Not to Write Feature Stories By One Who Should Know Better

"How to Write Feature Stories" by one who should know better. The article is a critique of feature writing, suggesting that it often relies on obvious, predictable stories that lack depth and originality.


Boys Urged to Use $1,000,000 Swimming Pool

A swimming pool as a feature story topic is discussed, highlighting the benefits of having such a facility for cadets, but also pointing out the potential for relying on clichés and expected themes.


Power Failure Affects Poly Paper, Dorms

A power failure at the Polytechnic College dormitory caused a temporary disruption in the paper supply, affecting dormitory activities.


Guessing Game

A guessing game involving wordplay and riddles is featured, encouraging readers to test their knowledge and engage with the content in a fun and interactive way.


Expect Shortage of Farm Labor

The shortage of farm labor due to defense mobilization is discussed, with suggestions for farmers to cope with the shortage, such as using more automation and finding new labor sources.
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